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Mieke van Schaijk Gallery presents
Gino Saccone at Art Rotterdam.
During Art Rotterdam Mieke van Schaijk
Gallery from ‘s-Hertogenbosch presents new
work by Gino Saccone (1979, Jersey, UK).
Saccone lives and works in London where
he in 2008 obtained his degree as Master of
sculpture at the Royal College of Art. In 2009
and 2010 he worked at the Rijksakademie in
Amsterdam. Mieke van Schaijk Gallery has
been working for four years with the artist
now. Saccone’s work is presented internationally, collected and appreciated by leading
art institutions. He exhibited at Nospace,
Oslo (2016), Tate St Ives, Cornwall (2015), Metafonia Atelier Concorde, Lisbon, Portugal (2013). He will be
participating in the show at the Gran Palazzo Rome in May 2017.
Trough his techniques and practical intentions the work of Saccone has a striking presence in the contemporary visual arts. Very catching are his woven Jacquard (wall) carpets which he combines with digital
prints, sculpture and paintings. The combination of analog and virtual methods leads to playful collages of
visual means. The spaciousness of the work has lately been given greater emphasis.
Besides the work of Gino Saccone Mieke van Schaijk Gallery shows some exceptional works of Jack
Jaeger (1937-2013) who as a former cinematographer and film editor made furore in the visual arts with
abstract photography, surprising objects and installations. Jeremy Deller:
“Jack was a point of calm in the restless world of contemporary art; to me he was the kind oracle. I’m glad
I got to know him: what a guy!”
MIEKE VAN SCHAIJK WORKS WITH THE ARTIST: KURT RYSLAVY, DENNIS TYFUS, KENICHI OGAWA,
AUKE DE VRIES, JACK JEAGER (1937-2013), PELICAN AVENUE, LUCILE DESAMORY, ALEJANDRA
HERNÁNDEZ, JUAN PABLO PLAZAS, TILMANN MAYER-FAJE, FRANK KOOLEN like many others.
for more information please contact: Cristóbal Fabrizzio Barria Bignotti, Mieke van Schaijk
0031 (0) 6 23690189 miekevanschaijk@xs4all.nl
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